


VI:£A?. THE EDITOR RAMBLES„ APPREHENSIVELY9 ON AND ON AND ON AND ON AND ON

ONCE AGAIN,.. - (SIGH. ..)
It seems to me that every issue contains an announcement of change: 

I'm either changing a formatfl & pep ex* quality,, a color of typen. a page 
to tel € a publishing sch6dule0 or sorrething of that nature* So (si‘gi.-.») 
c !C.. again I amble disconsolately to the typer and relate what new change 
is coming up or is in PSY* It seems to be a never ending thing*

Sc I announce without any trepidation whatsoever that the Operation Stag
. ■ ? I talked of last issue in this spot will not be carried forward with 
EU3’’ degree of exactitude* I mean it ain’t gonna work out the way I said8 
? •-. I figure instead of worrying about column due0) letters this ish but 
not next,, etc»0 I will just simply mail out PSY when I get 26 pages com- 
plated. I've an idea I might save myself an ulcer this way* I wills how 
evarc try- to keep the issues well balanced* But seeing as how PSY will 
be coming out a bit more frequently than monthly„ once in a while a long 
: ry or article might make it a bit lopsided* I’m sure that won'tio&e 
much diff 0 tho<>

THE OBSERVATION V.ARDooo •
isn’t* Not in this issue0 nor probably in any other issue of PSY 

for quite a few months to come* (Gasps and horrified bleats of pure 
horror and anguish from the readers*) The reason for Its non-appearance 
is simple* At last I'm in the TNFF* As fanzine reviewer* So THE OBSER
VATION WARD is now residing in TNFF* The name has been changed to SLAN
der- Fanzine Reviews* 

l*m sure that all you faneds will agree that a good fanzine review col
umn was needed in the TNFF8 and I am pleased and a bit proud to be the 
one selected to run it* It pleases me because it permits me to review 
for a much larger audience than previous* It should please you faneds 
because your zine will get a review that will be read by about 400 fans* 
Quite a potential list of subborsB eh?

At the same time it put© a lot of responsibility upon my shoulders, since 
my review can conceivable mean the life and death of a zine* Talk about 
Inking a godS No more rash and hastily typed estimates from me* I’m 
going to think over quite carefully everything I say. It occurs to me 
that this position might make me the most hated fan in the world* Ghod0 
Imagine having forty or fifty Claude Halls on my trail* 0 * * 

"STAND STILL YOU RATt"
The mouse portrayed in the illustration to the right was modelled 

by Jim Bradley’s pet white mouse* Very uncooperative0 I understand* Th 
)came out of a National Geographic* I won't comment on the cover b-s= 
cause I haven’t gotten it yet* I write this at 8^46 May 11*

YCH0T1C #12 (th© annish3 by ghodM)0 edited and published by Richard E* 
2631 No Mississippi8 Portland 12 0 Oregon* 10/ for onec 25/ for 30 

did |loOO for 12<> The cover should be by Jim Bradley0 with interiors 
David English,,. Terry Carr0 Bergeron,, Bob Stewart (texes), and possibly me



a story "by Noah Wo Mcieod

Benetta finished her mid^morning nectar and looked out 
of the plexite windows of the space flyer at the green 
crescent of Earths

She left the lunchroon and flew down the four foot cor
ridor to the briefing roomo The comander of the ex
pedition sttod on the rostruma a trim black and gold 
figure, "talking1* with her wigwagging antennae.. The 
crew» grouped around the rostrumi} "listened”e eyes in
tent on every movements

The commander began the briefings "^he planet 
below is called Earth by its natives0 But 
because these nativesB the dominant verte
brate speciesa are so vicious and cruel 
that they prey on each other as well as 
members of the other vertebrates and

-dir—-



■' - -entire planet is Forbidden Area*

Jb'.l* ;-■■■ ^vious expeditions to Earth have met with terrible fates at th
■ •■• - •■■■ ■■■ these vertebrates, One hundred millions of yesixs ago our rs ■ 

i;o explore this part of the Galaxy* The Earth looked to be 
suitable for colonization*. Accordingly, an expedition of 

_■ - ■ ■■11 space flyers was fitted out* An advance base was established 
sattelite, and a picked crew took one of the flyers down to the 

■Tney radioed back that the planet had a warm moist climate*
. c '. ..3 j. with plants of a fernlike character which were of

' t.'■■■?. /alue-, The dominant animals were incredibly large and stupid 
vho literally shook the earth when they walked* They were con- 

‘'.:r harmless because of their astonishingly slow movements end re-- 
t .'.exes,

■ ■■. •_ a ? decided to explore further, to see whether the planet could be
■ • to support our food plants* However, the damp atmosphere coroded

t -grtv drive of the space flyer, and it radioed back that it was 
’ ilpless on an island in a swamp, and asked for repairs. Before

: ether flyer could be dispatched with the spare partsB a second mes- 
one telling a tale of horrorD was received. The flyex” had been 

3n.gu.lfed, crew and all, by one of the mountanous creatures who had been 
...rasing nearby. The commander, Judging rescue to be hopeless-,, had s': ■
■ r ere.; to death and was calmly awaiting the end*

!‘After the horrible fate of the first expedition, no further exploration 
c.r Earth was attempted for thirty million years*. A skeleton crew was 
kept on the advance base on the moon in spite of pressure on the uart of 
1.1.e economy bloc to abandon it*. They reported changes in Earth's" climat . 
which made it even more desirable as a colony, A second expedition r. s 
sent. They found life on the planet completely changed;, in fact, Evrth 

changed more in thirtymillion years than a well-behaved planet pirn.
et changes in a billion. The huge monsters of the pest age were gone 
In their place a much smaller, a much quicker, form" of life called Tree 
Smews had. become dominant,"

Bemetta stared raptly at the commander as she spoke. The body fuid 
pulsed through her more quickly. She sensed the ultimate purpose of 
the hreifing>

"These creatures made up in, malignancy for what they lacked in sise," 
ths. commander continued, "And to add to the trouble, our second expedi
tion was totally unprepared for any such creatures. The things could 
;ump a dozen feet, reaching out with a paw to catch a flying bee® 
’ t y were equally active by day or night, and their thick underfur formed 

:i armor against stingers, When the member's of the expedition scattered 
to gather data, the Tree Shrews stalked and killed them one at a time. 
Heroically the expedition stuck to its appointed task in spite of the 
diabolical cleverness of the things. Soon, howver, there were only 
three members left; not enough to properly operate the flyer,. These made 
a heroic attempt to bring the flyer back to the moon base, but were kill
ed when the flyer crashed in landing,"

0i>? of the tngineBees leaned close to Bemetta, "What are you so eager 
for, girly? You want to be the first bee killed from this expedition?"

Eometta crossed her antennae in disapproval and edged away from the 
other. The cynicism of the lor;er grade crewbees was quite appalling® 
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without another effort* 
The governiaeath even af
ter a million more years 
bad pass cd t, would have 
nothing more to do with 
it< Thus it was that a 
rabid colonization so
ciety called the Earth 
Exploration Society fit
ted out the third ex
pedition. And the third 
expedition suffered a 
more horrible fate than 
the others: not death, 
but slavery.

"’By that time some of 
the Tree Shrews had grown 
too large to live in the 
trees and were using fire 
and living in caves* 

"The space flyer which bore the third expedition was struck by lightning, 
tut managed to land in a forest to make repairs* During the night,t a huge 
shaggy beast stepped on the flyer* The crew and colonists abandoned ship 
end fled into the forest. All except the I'adio operatorD who stuck coura^ 
geoxrsly to her post sending out distress signals,. The messages were heard 
and a relief expedition was projected.) but abandoned because of the war 
with the Kropty,

' Intil recently, this third expedition was completely written off* But in 
the past few years the natives of Earth have advanced their knowledge to 
the point where they use crude short wave radios* Our station on their 
aoon0 monitoring and deciphering these broadcasts^ discovered references 
to bees9 who must in all probability be descendents of the lost expedition* 
The bees of Earth are plundered by large furry creatures called bears0 and 
enslaved by the natives who force them to make wax and honey*"

'’You are well aware that the purpose of this expedition is to contact the 
enslaved descendents of the third expedition and arrange a rescue if that 
is possible., For this purpose it is unnecceasary to risk a large party* 
A single bee can make contact* Who will volunteajr to take an individual 
space flyer down to Earth?"

Bemetta, trie youngest member of the expeditions stepped forward proudly*.

The flyer which Bemetta flew was saucer shaped, eight inches in diameter 
an inch thick, powered by repulsors, and kept aloft by anti-grav rays* 
Bernettacomfortable in the silk padded control room, watched the scenery 
below on the visiscreen* She had entered the Earth's atmosphere over the 
forests of Northern Minnesota, and was disappointed because trees and 
brush hid all life underneath* As she flew westwards at a thousand miles 
per hour, the forest thinned and she was soon over the green and golden 
fields of the Red River Valley., The country was dotted with buildings—-



-■ 1'. ■ jand their animal slaves#

Berne-.•cti, anxious far a close look at the country8 brought her flyer -do ■.■<•.•., 
to fifty feet and cut her speed to thirty miles per hour» She was idling 
..■"■.c / looking-for bee cdonies0, when there entered her life that fete
ful figurefl e small boy with a gun#

.■ :.<cted by his drunken father and with his mother dead0, Jimmy Hanson
i ; free to do as he pleased# Having recently acquired a twenty-two rifle 

. kilt from a too trusting hardware dealer, he was raking himself as 
?■ t.s s. menace as he dared by promiscuous target practice# The day be

- . •. re bad been chased by a farmer for slaughtering three prize winning 
hens and a cat#

J ..ray saw the tiny space flyer come withing range of what he thought 
ra: ids ’’dead shot" ability#. Deciding to down the "flying saucer”a he 
drew a bead and pulled the trigger# By mischance rather than skill# the 

struck the power unit aboard the tiny craft# Bemetta felt the 
f.. ck and saw the vislscreen go dead# She reached for the radio trans 
witter before full realization sank in# By this time the craft had be- . 
gra to fall# Muscles tight with rages Bemetta knew that a high-velocity 
rausile had struck her ship# The flyer fell slowly at firstE and then 
faster* It hit the ground with a jarrlng8 rollingD, flipping tall-over 
teacup crash that buffeted Bernetta about the compartment and left her 
dazod but unhurt# Bemettas buzzing with anger 8, opened the escape hatch 
and crawled out into the grass#

She rose above the grass and circled to get her bearings# Then she 
Jl.jmy standing close by9 a malicious grin of triumph on his faceB his 
clumsy chemical bullet thrower in his hand# Aware by intuition of his 
malicious intent and in a towering rage at the interference with her 
mission^ Barnetta flew towards the boy# She would teach this two-legged 
lump of malice and selfishness a lesson he would not forget#

As she approached closer she saw two blue and white organs in the upper 
part of his face# These must b© his eyesI She would punish him by 
blinding him* Grimly8 she worked her stinger in and out of its sheath#

One flailing arm brushed by aer as she approached his face# Before she 
cculd sink her stinger into Jimmy11 s eyeball8 his lids blinked shut# 
Hi If-disgusted, Bernetta felt her stinger penetrate skin instead of eye 
tissue# Jimmy opened his mouth in a yell of pain3 end his arms flailed 
iaster# Bemetta barely escaped being crushed by a slapping hand# She 
dodged and buzzed to his open eye# The reflexes were quick for so huge 
a creaturee and once again an eyelid got between hex* stinger and the eye
ball#

Bemetta spiraled up# Jimmy was still clutching his precious bullet 
thrower and making hideous noises of pain as he staggered wildly away 
from the scene of the attack# He stumbled into a slough and went under# 
He came up8, gasping and chokingB without the bullet thrower# When she 
last saw him he was groping towards the road# following a fence#

As Bemetta flew at a height of fifty feet in a straight line due west8 _ 
she thought over her problem.# She needed help to repair the flyer# She 
must# more than ever before# contact the enslaved descendants of the 
third expedition# Even if they lacked the skills, they could be of in
valuable help to her by scrounging small bits of metal# and making wax 



to pint the bullet holes* She rose in an ever \¥id-;inf ng spiral ^nd flew 
south."

3he hadn't gone very far before she discovered that flying against the 
heavy barth gravity in an atmosphere containing only 19% instead of 45% 

oxygon was tiring. She lit on a fencepost to rest in the pleasant 
sunshine.

Suddenly she felt the beating of wings in the air. Looking up, she saw 
a swallow diving at her-—and only a few feet awayl She barely dodged 
an open, beak as she rose into the air* Frantically she tried to gain 
height* The swallow swiftly closed the gap* Again the beak, opened to 
engulf her. She folded aer wings and dropped like a pebble to the surd
face of the road* The swallow followed but overshot the nark and barely 
saved itself from dashing against the grounds Then Bemetts spied a farm 
house a few hundred yards away* It looked to her to be an artificial 
structure* Perhaps it had a crack in which she could hide*

Again she gained height., this time more slowly, as she was very tired 
Each successive wing stroke was torture* She was driven not so much by 
will to survive as by a determination to complete her mission* The 
swallow was gaining again, but the house loomed only a few yards ahead* 
The bird was above her and about to start a power dive when she reached 
a crevier beneath the eaves*

Bemetta crawled into the space between the walls of the house groggy 
from exhaustion, her wing muscles sheets of fiery pain* It was cool 
inside, and with a prayer of thankfulness to whatever gods the bees of 
outer space wcrrhlp, Bemetla settled down to rest* She didn't rest for 
long*

She was jerked from a dazed half-oblivion of weakness when she felt a hot 
breath on her back* She saw a moutht fringed with whiskers and lined 
with siiarp teeth, open to swallow her* The mouth belonged to a four
legged furry creature a dozen times her size* Barnettae literally scar
ed into action,, forgot her fatigue* In a gesture of blind rage and fear 
her stinger shot out and caught the mouse, more by luck than skill, on 
the snout*

She rose higher to hover underneath the roof* The mouse turned and ran, 
jqueeklng In pain and fright. In the dim light Bemetta saw another mouse 
creeping towards her. The place seemed infested with four-legged monsters 
?■ thoroughly -'Tightened Bemetta, forgetting her exhaustion in her fea:. 
.out e2;.d flew away. She had already concluded that her cdnnander 
Hadn't torn ikdr the truth about the dangers of Earth...

A naif hour later a ravenously hungry Barnetta scented the sweet spicy odor 
of Alfalfa blossoms* She looked warily about, saw nothing more than a 
June Bug, and dropped like a plummet* In an instant she buried her pro
boscis in a purple bloom*

She was nearly full of nectar when she became aware of another be© hov 
ing a few ieet away.= The stranger was half her size and slimmer in build* 
It was with difficulty Bemetta made out the antenna wig-wags of the oth
er* Filially, after three tries, she spelled out the worker’s "Where is 
your colony?”

Beretta was nearly bursting with excitement. This worker must be a de seer- ‘ 



lost third expedition^ She had mads eoxitisc" ■-■00; •-:•■ tjun
.:h^ wigwagged back8 "Dubhe VIII. **

. 7. .'.^weredg "What flowers do you use for honey? Is the nectar

iy: -i'iY, that the worker assumed she had come only a few miles* S:. 
;■• .tiently explained that Dubhe was one of the stars of the Great Dipper, 
end Dubhe was its eighth planet counting outwards^ 

‘hih/.t Kind of flowers grow there?" the worker asked again, completely 
. . .11 Great to the distances involved and the implied wonders of the 
universe.

Bemetta reflected it was probable that the culture of the terrestrial, 
bee.s had deteriorated greatly, and that their true origin had be ••. . / ■ 
gotten during the long enslavement of the race. She said, "Take . r to 
your queen S'* 

"V«.j don’t have any, ” 
killed her last week,w 

the worker said. "A mouse got into our hive and

“Than, take me to the Senior Worker,**

The other eyed Bemetta slowly from proboscis to stinger0 as if trying 
to make up his mind. Finally he said, "Follow me,"

They approached a cluster of white painted box hives. It was hard for 
Bemetta to believe that bees lived in these miserable hovels. Her mind 
for a moment was filled with memories of the magnificent terraced hives 
on her home planet. She followed her guide into one of the horrible 
white structures, The workers of the hive clustered about, but Bemetta 
was so intent on her surroundings she did not notice the conversation 
wigwagging behind her.

Her quide led her into the comb lined center of the hive. It was in
deed barbarously poor, A thousand bees crowded into a room appropriate 
to ten. No artificial heat or air conditioning. No larva tending ro
bots, Truly men were miserly masters! She didn't notice her guide 
slink away and wigwag a signal to a group of waiting workers.

Suddenly a half dozen workers pounced on her, Bemetta6 heavier and 
stronger than any two of them6 struggled free and rose to fly cut of the 
.live. To her horrora she saw that the exit was blocked by a solid wall 
of workers, Then her wings drooped5 paralyzed by fearB as she saw them 
closing in on all sides.

By an effort of wlll9 Bernetta forced her aching wings into motion and 
flew up towards the top of the hive. Th® workers followed,,,, On® 
each grabbed, a leg and hung on as dead weight. Straining^ Bemetta con 
tinued to fly with this load. But more workers came, four of Kthem. 
each seized a wing8 and Barnetta dropped to the floor.

She X'olled over quickly in a desperate effort to get free of her captors. 
In e. flash her stinger came out of its sheath. There was an instant of 
silence as the other bees froze at the sight of her powerful weapon, ^han 
tney started once again to close in upon her.



go.
The workers half dragged 8 half pushed her into a cramped compartment* 
Scores of bees guarded the entrace^ but she was beyond thinking oi 
escape* All of her mind was consumed with one thought, -ne true 
enormity of what had been done to her slowly became apparent, 
could not fly? Her last chance to return to the flyer and repair it 
somehow was gone* She would never see her friends again. She ^oulu 
never rfft’im to Dubhe VIII. She was doomed to spend the rest o.>. 
life a miserable ground crawler* She wished then with all her heart 
that she hadn*t been such a stupidly naive young thing when she had 
vcllunteered for this mission.

The workers guarding the entrance parted long enough to allow a young 
drone to enters Bernetta. sdnk in misery and hoplessness, ignored^
the slow wigwag of his antennae. She wished she were dead* Why dicu c 
they kill her and be done with it? All she could think of was that her 
wings were gone. Her wings were gone. Her precious> beautiful wings**, 
gone- 
The drone came closer and wigwagged more urgently. Bemetta finally took

then*why the bees hadnBt killed her outrightF why they had clipped her 
wings, why she was alone in a tiny cell with a young drone. She would 
never leave the hive*
Patiently, the young drone wigwagged an invitation to mate..

Noah W* McLeod



■.? C.LETTER COLUMN”"

... ■■ , 45? E, 6th Street, Mt. Carmel, Illinois,. I. .--teu -v.., al.* ' • *

.tether *s Day, Dick,
PSYCHOTIC was fascinating as usual. Arc 

side of my two messages of import, the most fascinating thing vzas Joel 
Hydahl’s exposb. ,

J-j-cX seems to be one of those fans Who regard fandom as a means to an 
end. It isn’t.. It’s an end in itself. I’ve been a fan a hell of a 
long time---eight years. I suppose if you asked anybody and he Knew 
o’? me at. all, he might think I was just another element of Sixtt ? .:r.- 
dou or maybe somebody who had been around a couple of years.

Co one seems to think of me as on old-timer. Maybe that’s good. It 
that I age well and don’t hold to the horse-and-buggy Hectograph 

of Lost Fandoin. But as a matter of fact there hasn’t beer, a time 
fnose eight years when I haven’t been as active or well known as, 

'• y PeuI Mittelbuscher or Bobby Stewart are today. Very few fans 
. ■ - ever been as consistently active as I have. What’s my secr-rt or 

my neurosis?

T/ve never regarded fandom as a means to an end. It seems fans come
■'...d go and they all expect to get something out of it. Some expect to 

tbs octperi ence and reputation they need to become pro writers or
-di tors. Some expect to publish the legendary profitable fanzine. Most 
/.•st expect egoboo and a chance to become a BNF. There’s nothing wrong 

■■•.' th any of this —— except that the fan is going to last two years at 
z:.& most.. He will never become a horrible example of a Career-Fan like 
Ackermun or Tucker or on a lesser scale, Riddle or Ifermoiii He can prob- 
:u?y be thankful for it, but without these consistent fans, fandom

./At cease to exist. They are Fandom’s Memory. Without Boggs or Mo?
7os-itz, who would know Fandom has been going on for ovei' twenty-five 

a?,:;;. As a matter of fact,, who would believe it?

Objectively, who could be expected to believe that a group of wild-ey?/: 
--agars who can’t get out a fanzine within two months of when thsy 

srine-unce it could last for two generations of human beings and st 1 
■ hclf-dozen generations of itself? There’s probably nothing tiior ?; fan 
z; stic in science fiction.

; like. Nydahl are Fandom’s Hands and Ambitions- Fans like Ac kerma: 
■.\? .Hamon are Fandom’s Memory and Expirations. The old-timers ancho.? 
?:..■.c.x.a. to reality and the main time stream®. Without them,. Fandom war. A;

lost : '. a maze of its own hectic confusion.



i / , ••mb,-vhen I first entered fandom X tried subscribing to s;?.
. ■ . to them nil, writing ell the fans A

all the prosine letter columns, and publish my fanzine arid try to lx r-r-.c 
into the pros with my stories. I didn’t succeed. Gradually I ’■sarued 
that modern Fandom is too diverse, too scattered for you to be n r^;« 
In all of it. I suspect that there is a fenzine somewhere in Its s?.- h 
issue written by a tight little group of regulars of whom we know no
thing who have never heard of Tucker or Gels or Harmon.

Joel’s complaint that he could never hope to be a big wheel In anything 
but a minority scattered over the country is valid ■-—but is it op-?.: .At- 
lye? No one can hope to be well-known in anything but a minor!' .r c ‘■•:<• 
human race. There are some four billion people on this planet.
bly one-third of a billion have heard of Elsenhower and Shakespeare. 
Perhaps three-quarters of a billion have heard of Jesus Christ although 
only about a hsIf-billion vorship Him.

You have to choose the minority you wish to be known to and respected 
in- Everyone has their power-drives and need for recognition. Some 
chose a small town or a business or their family- I happen to like 
Fandom and want It to like me. I liste it because we think alike in
■any ways. I enjoy its companionship and whatever recognition and 

respect it may give me.

That’s probably why 1 have been a fan for 8 years and will be one for 
X-number years to come. I don't expect anything of it. I prefer to 
give to and share with it, instead of taking from it. That’s the reas
on Ackerman, Tucker, Boggs and the rest have been able to be fans even 
longer.

I don’t say there’s anything wrong with fans expecting Fandom to pfre 
them something, but it is generally recognized that survival of c’ne 
fittest is a misconception. Actually it is survival of the most cpr-. 
operative with' the environment.

There ere bi-products, of course. I’ve wanted to be & profession?! 
science fiction writer since I was 13. I never expected Fandom tc 
give me that chance. But it did.

I always separated my fan writing and my pro-aimed efforts but it did
n’t work out that way. Everything I wrote in Fandom helped develop, 
whatever facility 1 now have. Anf Fandom taught me other things, 
imagination and integrity of human beings and general appreciation 1 :n 
what my fellow men can be and tolerance for the times when they arerJ-. 
all that they could be.

I've gained a lot from Fandom, but most of all I've learned just to 
try and enjoy it and not search lor its hidden fruits. You can never 
find them that way,, anyway.

I'-' the way, I cei’tainly don’t mean Joel Nydahl has been selfish by 
/.$ This is just writing out loud about why so much cf Fandom is so

.:ansient«
((And there is the thought, Jim, that it doesn’t much . 

matter how big is the minority you wish to be known 
and respected in, it is the relative quality of that . 
minority.}; ‘



r- ■ Bg;". G34, Norfolk, Nebraska.

Dear Dick,
Ah yes, I kngy there was more truth than fiction on that

..< r 11c on PSYCHOTIC 10. And now the truth is coming to light
jtir. 3 pages, cheaper paper, cutting postage, no ‘mailing envelop?..... 

ting columnists. Yep, PSYCHOTIC on Its last legs. Before
that irregular schedule will dwindle to bi-monthly, then quarterly- 

l.-; ... .poof... ..and we can all talk about the good old days of PSYCHO TT.’ 
■ -- md whatever happened to that fellow Gels or what was his name? S.a.:

Siwiously, I don’t doubt a bit that the strain of putting out monthly
■ page mags is beginning to tell a bit, both in the work and in 

t?-•. pocketbook especially. I know from a bit of experience of the 
-■ und money involved in such a mag. But I like your mag a lot and 
y.-i hope that your back and billfold will hold out for a good long 
time yet.

. ' brings up an interesting aspect of fandom and fan-pubbing in
: ■ ot to treat contributors. I admit that it’s a fault of many

. s <in fact, I confess to being guilty of acknowledging material
. -sd promptly myself at times) but with the high death rate among

. : : ■ and the frequent disenchantment of beginning faneds, it’s a
: • :y d:: ffieult thing to get away from. So many faneds lose interest 

ir zines just about the time the sines are starting to draw.a
y- recognition.. .and material...and everything is junked in disgust.

■ : it's a bad deal for the fanzine contributorss but I doubt, if
■<:.s situation will ever improve much from i£s present status. So is it 
:...■ wonder that the more established fan-writers hesitate to contribute 
•-■? any but the more established zines.

.ydahl’s story of the rise and fall of the VEGA empire is cue that’s 
being repeated all the time, itost oi the foldings don’t draw quite 
the notice that VEGA's did, as most of the mags haven't drawn VEGA’s 
.-■^cognition during their lifetime. But the pattern is still there.

1 ?e gone through somewhat the same pattern with the pubbing of ?10TB 
cut I’ve come to a few different conclusions than Joel reached..-about 
Amishes, anyway. I, for one, wouldn't again publish an oversize An- 
lish. I thihk that the fannish enthusiasm expended on an Annish would 

as well be spread over a longer period of time pubbing regular
issues. That way it would bring just as much enjoyment without 

the terrific amount of work of an Annish. Granted that an Annish brin.u,; 
in : terrific amount of egoboo in one hunk, after slaving away over th: 
thing for months, the faned gets disenchanted with the whole thing and 
■■ ks it. He’s too pooped to even acknowledge the bushels of praise 
he's gotten from ’’The Thing;” *Tein‘t right. 1 think oversized Ann- 
isl.es kill more zines and disillusion more faneds than anything else, 
when, theoretically at least, they could be around fandom for a lot

. er time. Down with monster Annishes, I say..

Aot Blast The Crudzines? Why not, indeed? It’s not fair to the 
■•i.v.:l-reader-type fan who relies on the reviews to pick his zines if 

■ii: iceviewer gives them all a good mention. It may draw a few more 
■ ': :.le subs for the crudzines, but these samplers won’t bite again. 
If a certain zine stinks, the reviewer should say so, though a bit of 

■•‘.v.omaey might not be out of place in saying it.



((Agreed that the deplorable situation exists and is not 
likely to improve, I still feel that ackacwledG.liig sub
missions is at the very least a matter of common courte
sy. Giving quick reports is, to me, application of the 
Golden Rule. After all, there are certain responsibili
ties inherent in publishing a fanzine, and.... Well, 
l*ve said all that before.))

. , .. . ■ a . erd . : wa: t-- acknowlec recoil/: ■
. ■ . >TIC, which carries what is so far nomination for the

t "■ - yea-y Vyuly-b joy And as. s-sue ■ -.•-•« 60ntents
tars included) maintain a fci-g - ! ■ .-. ■ •■ ■ ■ ■ I've come to anticipate

... .■ ■
-

.
•■ ■ ■ ... ■ . ■ . .... ■ • ■ L 'I . ■ ■-■ Cl::

■ ..nd '•'£ i ■■ /• .' :■ '. fa.!' .. ■. / ‘
C CI. ShC'.fJ >. .0 ft r.-h.' . ■ hC3 ' ' . ■ ■11 0 n . . ■.. .,■' ..lid b’-; tin CC : 1/ .. -j-

c at ed

■ ((Very glod you. li‘<ed the cover. ■ ras wondering how it 
v I " .. .. ?CUU;.i v yl ■ •
.c.;-r? :..s doubt in ~<y ;;h.iid is to my own

ex?, scarce if uAC iuid stuysd home .<iy parents* parents 
might net have been *<ble to. immigrate.lor lack of room., 
they probably v.ouldn^t fee mi ■ U2& X probably would
n’t have been bom . Or if 1 had .somehow- been born, I

. might likely be a dead German soldier I would never
have been a fan end FSY would never have come into hew
ing. uminmia ■ ■• - *ir. Bloch, sir are you sure you
like me?))

LxL-E KESLER, 2450 76th Avenue, Philadelphia 3&. Pa.

Gear Dick;
It’s rather ironic (to use a favorite exrressi.on of hrxian 

Srowne’ a). In fact J-t‘s almost incredible that two fans so rid t. -.-ak
the same earth shattering statements on the end of 7th ionioj. and 

ore beginning of higjith at the same time, write them up nad o&ni it 
to the.same fansine., and have them published in the same jssv?. .* s 
this was the first ti.ec’tnat any statements on the enti of 7y. ;o-?.r:;ji 
at the- present time hiivc- ever a'-aruo. Imagine the yr^ac o-cU -. r '. 
both appeared in the sane issue of the same -.’arsine. 'jmsLj u-.-.y to . 
hnmin?

hope you hang onto itoJ so ' a- regular ' rev
popular book each issue The fellow has what it takes; 'To tel-, yc - 
the truth 1 *iad a sli. t suspi r-.at- you were In reality, .■ ’.-■
McLeod; but from your answer to j. s ‘. cuexy 1 see ;wrong -

((I yam. not now, nor 'nr; ever be.ens No-.h .UcX.-eod- . A..'m 
bell-we .cv Lyle, is ; ■ ..n-eiu'-i tiv.-.t there shall ba 
a JdcLeod review every issue. Ibis ish, however, I have



omitted it. because of his long, story, But a two-puge 
treatment-of THE SPACE MERCltoi'S is already printed cud 
ready for #13.)) ‘ ’

" ■ ■; CAI '.INS, 3817 ~ 11th Street, Santa Monica, California.■- ■ - ■ KI . r'l V, - - r r 

•)•■.-• ir Dick,
I am mildly annoyed that you should have de covers and 1 

? c. ; none, i am mildly annoyed, because they are so good.

’ .? CiPSLA have quite a bit in common—you've noticed'?—and you
■?.; h; /■: a couple more things I've considered having now and. then.

:'..,■ :.. je, we both disregard a contents page and start right out 
tie editorial. .And we both have columns by VLlfcCain. And we

. ■ '. first and last editorials.

yuu have a letter column and a fanmag review, and I don't...and 
sh I had. And you have color printing available cheaply, and X 

.■.'t.. .and I wish I had. Darn you, Geis, anyway..

■.,h?.k I shall, retaliate in OOPS #13 (at least I’m three issues i 
/yrih, but that lead is going to be past-tense pretty soon)) by doing 

■■ .■•.• .- with final editorial, Dribblings, and adding a much expanded
-cion entitled THERBLIGS (you don’t know what a therblig is, do you?.-

(if net, you should read your letter column a little more carefully... 
■■ x thanks to Art Rapp for the title.) ...anyhow, a larger secti:-i:.

xi;iRBLJGS which shall contain 1) letters, 2) fansine reviews,
: ' 3) my final editorial....all lumped together in one vast blig.

In reading through the issue, I find myself mildly annoyed with Norms?; 
?- Bror.h?, who obstinately refused to mention OOPSLAi But aside from 
that, I've another bone to pick. Not only is 7th Fandom dead, but 
things ore far different from what Browne has forseen. You see, 7th 
Fandom came too soon. Supposedly it rose out of the ashes of 6th Fan- 
doai and superceded it, so with 7th Fandom’s death, we should be ready 
for 3th Fandom. Yes, it’s very logical except for one thing: 6th Fan
dots did not die.* Daring a temporary lull in production, 7th Fandom, 
cried out ” .in a very loud voice that Cth Fandom had died and. the 

rulens had come. Being very much amaaed at this, 6th Fandom sat
br.ck to wait and see what would happen. And so 7th Fandom became a 

. and, rocketing meteorically though all its phases of life, died. 
' But while everybody is sitting around waiting for Qth Fandom to put in 

nn cppearan.ee, I suggest they turn their heads around and look the 
ctr-er way. The old Cth Fandom is perking up again. Willis is still 
punishing. So is McCain. Vick is back with CONFUSION; Calkins is 
back with' OOPSLAI Bob Sllverberg and Charles Lee Riddle, the oldtimerc 
■■ uc perhups a little older than 6th Fandom, even, are still very much 
iu evidor.ee. How about Ruas Watkins?

The real scoop is this: there have been some additions, to be sure, but 
6 th Fandom has been laying low while 7th Fandom has come and gone. So, 
■y.-.'U. see, we aren’t quite running through Fandoms at the rate of one a 

hold those horses, because 6th Fandom II hasn't yet finished 
i;s cycle. And if you don’t believe me, ask Sllverberg.-.he started 
the whale thing.

CCA good idea,, that. How about it, Bob, what is the final 
word on this fandom business? Ar® we in 6th, 7th, or 8th?))

cppearan.ee
evidor.ee


' ■ ■ P-144 Valley street Berkeley, dalifornia*

Dear Dick,
‘Jell,-. PSY got here all right, but it sui*e surprised all 

hell outta me. I saw it in the mailbox coming home from the pink * 
prison (Berkeley High School), but first thought it was -just another 
zine folded in half.

But when I saw the return address on it, everything went black. 
purple?)) One thing that made me like PSY so much was the envelco/s 
and the heavy covex*s. It’s your mag(! tho, and I guess you thought 
everything over pretty well before you made the switch, so I suppose 
you know v.hat you’re doing.... At least I hope so.5

I. think you might make fannish history if you could make it'out with 
good old PSY every three weeks. Thens I believe,, the change would be 
for the better. But'as it looks now....

Oh, hell. I shouldn’t get this way over a. mere fanzine. RNever take 
fandom deriously," as Nydahl says. I suppose he’s right, but seeing 
PSY go down would 'be too much. I might go ape and write an article 
on ”’»7hy I Like School” or somethin'. You realize, of course, that you 
hold the future of several million fans on your ditto.
““ “■ * '■ — *■’ *** •• ■«» ■w *** ■“ “* nr. «• <>■ in i w <»■ a, m. ow. w. . «-<- *•-. ** an wj ww ** *• w -

"A point of chairman, $JrB Order.*”

((Actually, Don, I don’t dare'quit now. ..I’d hafta rtsfu..:h 
■ all that subscription money, and I can’t afford it.

Gads. here I'm going three weekly with PSY so I can 
bring out more material for your gimlet eyes, and from 
left undt right I hear wails and groans that this is r. 
sign of the grave. I say to you: "Phooooooooocroco. 
Just wait! )) ‘ .

Mfiod...another one.....

PJ3?ER J. VORZIL1ER, 1311 N. Laurel Ave., W. Hollywood 46. Califoi^lr..

Diem;
Your magazine was strangely received today. You see, it causes 

quite a furor. I brought a buddy of mine, Burt Satz, home with me 
this afternoon for a little chess match and we found your zine lying 
in front of the mailbox near the stairs leading up to my apartment. 
When I first bent over to pick it up (the bacovet was facing up) I was 
almost positive it wasn’t PSYCHOTIC. I.s?iid, '’Since -hen does PSY 
come without an envelope?-’ But...sure enough.. -aft si* I hurned it ever, 
there was Geis, looking in a mirror, screaming at himself.

1 was shocked beyond my fannish vocabulary when I noted the size. By 
now at least a dozen people have written saying the same thing, ((only 
two)) 26 pages!

Within the last two months I have seen in st least two (probably more) 
columns, mention/rumors/predietions that PSY would fold after #12. 
Mow, I am going to stick my big foot in it and say this:

"After receiving the eleventh issue of Richard Geis' PSYCHOTIC,



. b< Lng to think. that the rumors and predictions I have
= c-:vr earning the collapse of this magazine are fou■...dec.

..: yyyyae lack of pages, and lack of quality have‘shown some 
one y toward the alleviation of the pressure put upon Gels 

in J/io publication of his magazine. The reasons and promises 
...t-uted in the editorial "The Leather Couch" seem, founded, hou- 
• /er, regarding the the price of materials., postage, envelopes , 
st-c.. but—and this is a very important’but*— I predict that 
PSYCHOTIC is on the down-grade. This being the first of a mere 
two steps to oblivion. PSYCHOTIC appears to be now, as it was 
in its first issue, small, lacking in material, but what is there 
—as Spencer Tracy once put it— is sure ‘cheree.* All this is 
very well, but I must say that this won’t continue. The founds - • 
tion upon which PSYCHOTIC is built, seems very, very shakey, 
and I don't think it will last."

id': what will happen? Oh, Dick will make a monkey out of me, and con- 
to publish PSY for another 14 years, and I’ll have to eat humble 

. for some duration. But that is my opinlon--or rather--my guess.
. :'s quite a big hole to put my foot In, but I’ve gone and done it.

((YaSs, and that, hole you put it in is your big mouth.. 
Here I sit grinding my teeth at how I have been so mis
understood. Oh, the frustration....

Pete, believe me, you is gonna eat humble pie.. If it 
kills me I’ll stuff you so full of your own words you'll 
die of indigestion.

Grrrn- r- r- r-r - r-ra1 ^-r- r- r- r- r.))

;T.-:.’L2 LYONS, P.O. Box 561, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA.

Thanks for Psychotic number 11, Rich,
and you will probably be taiin- 

t ^rested in knowing that I acquired the back issues I was missing.
. ‘cy were buried in 60# of fanzines that came out of the Seattle area. 
((£2 pogglW raind boggles.))'
Pe Bloch and his word - I am not very adept at predicting trends,, but

. word think that this is a mutant question and Bloch's article should 
-rive everyone a nuclear view of the subject. Best thing estivate and 

(I thought empathy was a song title - "It ¥Jas All Gver iljy Em- 
pithy.-'1) I must rush along with this letter- especially symbiosis 
coming in and I have to get back to work.

I live on an avenue and I figure the word is "the". Tell me which 
author doesn’t use that in 1954 (no foreigners allowed). I note I am 
t little late for the contest deadline, 'probably just as well consider
ing the prises-

• ghed at the cover but Norman Browne says it didn’t lock like him 
(the one on the right). He never had a propbeanie. But wears one 
b: t fires a rocket ship and gives off bubbles.

((-..glug, bell, it seems obvious that the contest rules
. should have further specified "...no Canadians aloud.")) •

■ on s. punny note like that, we stagger off to retch for an antidote.
, /



I haven’t seen the movie0 and
probably never will unless it
appears on tv, but something 
bothered me about Bradbury. holder, chi~
Sot that I ever achieve a state
of nirvana after a Bradbury yarn. '
It was uhcle Scrooge McDuck and
John Scott Douglas (The Story of the Oceans) and Rachael Carlson ( k. - 
Sea Around Us) who brought the title THE BEAST FROM TWENTY THOUSAND , 
FATHOMS to my scholarly attention. Not that much of a scholar is need
ed •

I’m not denying that some interesting critters might be loafing around 
at profound depths. Beebe, in his freqaent descents in his bathysphere,, 
felt tliat something great lurked just outside the range of his search
light. Gavin Maxwell (Harpoon Venture) took time out from the woes of 
hunting shark livers to speculate upon the existence of primevi’l giants 
still haunting the Hebrides.

Noa what bothered me was that 20B000 fathom business. Ole Scrooge Me- 
Duck berated Donalds in a recent comicg for not realising that fathoms 
were six feet, not mere inches. Ray has his beast emerge from 120a000 
^eet of water. Now that kind of a deep should have .made any sonar op
erator crawl babbling to the nearest oceanographer. The greatest known 
deep today is the Challenger Deep of 35#640 feetn with the Mindanao Deep 
a close second. X doubt ' geophysics could tolerate such an incredible 



£iwh a deep ocuTred, maybe biologists might c tnat .r'.
"bec.-L ’ could endure the lesser atmosphere of sea level. Whales can 
sound over a mile, it is believed.

why haul the poor monster out of such a stupendous depth? Of course 
1 ■ V" / :od likes to draw parallels;, the title might be a take-off on the 
80,000 Leagues in Verne's famous novel. You would think Bradbury might 
>••>• ’-3 some say in the deal* A science fiction author would want as much 
f his yarn as possible to be factual, since that is the springboard foi 

speculation and fantasy.

■ will recall the "Correspondence Corner” that was discontinued soon 
c..h.-er Pearl Harbor in RAP's AMAZING STORIES and FANTASTIC ADVENTURES; 
Fare appeared offers of correspondence and trading and selling old zircs 
that many took advantage of*. That wasn't bad; it was the vice of "chis

• In..’* that many fell into quite innocently.

Linger was in his prime then; FANTASY FICTION FIELD was under full steac. 
Somehow, either through the ’’Corner” or a note in FFM, I learned that' 
’•The Moon Pool” that was serialized in the old AS could be purchased 
from this fellow in Brooklyn by the name of Unger. Any thing Merrit 
made me forget the financial side of fandom; off my letter went to hold 
the "Pool” and to get ready for later orders for some of Doc Smith’s 
Skylark stories. A few weeks later 1 couldn&t believe my eyes or my 
aocketbook. Three dollars for three magazines.' What a way to meet , 
fandom* Maybe conditions are different nowe but then a seventh or eighth 
-?ader who didn't even have a dollar* A dozen lawns and a few days 1st- 
or the money was ready with a note saying that I had reconsidered the 
purchase of the Smith yarns.

The old AMAZ1NGS were filed away (I still haven’t read the "Pool”) with 
s resolution never to buy through the mails again. Well, with these 

expensive mags came a thick wad of mimeographed sheets. "More blurbs”, 
? muttered. Such a title0 FANTASY FICTION FIELD, was bound to attract 
. casual glance. A few hours of reading made me aware of fandom*

Lil fen would have subbed and contributedB but I hated to part with a 
nickel for each issue. And whojvould accept mater

ial from a grade-school er? I had visions of a 
‘ publishing house, of Unger shouting "Reject 
it’.” Unger never heard from me again.

But I heard from Unger. Every few months the 
mails brought another was of FFF's with many 
bargains. That was nice, getting stuff free; 
it made up for parting from three bucks. That 
was the beginning of my "chiseling” career.

My name circulated among faneds. The early 
issues of FANTASY ADVERTISER fell into my un
responsive hands. The editors insisted that 
...ack was the last "sample” copy, but they grac- 
lously sent me more. Publishing houses sent me 
folders 3 but why buy such books n s THE OUTSIDER 
<?;hea you can get these nice fanzines free?

“’—■Bill Reynolds.



THE LAZY FAN’S AUTOMATIC LETTER-FORM- ...-............ . '

those
D „cd your* faithful correspondents 
But you just can’t seem to get around 
Rip these pages from the magazine,

You are bu3y0 you are hard pressed for time,
incoming fanzines are piling up® ;
are clamoring for answers* T "
to thm allo Don't tryo l.-r ----- -
fill in the blank spaces and check those statements whlch^apply® 
and mail today 
copies i 
Ask for

1 todayo There® your letter is written for youS Extra, 
of this form may be had from the publisher for a small icen 

• form W=iEo

Dear ( ) Fan editor
( ) Old pen pal
( ) Subscriber
( ) Jerk

I have just received

and frankly8 I am ( ) astounded
( ) astonished
( ) sorry to hear it
( ) ready to help you
( ) tired of you end your yapping

After giving the problem considerable thought® I would 
suggest that you:

( ) pay the debt and admit you were wrong
( ) very firmly tell the man you don’t want any more
( ) join the army but FAST and pretend you never heard 

of the girl ,
( ) stop publishing and try again with a new bi tie
( ) slit your dirty throat
( ) send the magazines back to him

I haven't been writing many letters lately because: 

( ) I've discovered girls
( ) The folks have found a job for me— again*
( ) Mother has interested me in a new hobby
( ) I’m disenchanted
( ) I bought a complete set of Captain Future*
( ) At long last I've discovered how utterly stupid 

you are*

Only yesterday I received the latest copy of ......... —
and it was:

( ) horrible ( ) incredible ( ) stinking
( ) Gods John® how can you do it?
( ) nice, but the truss ads annoyed me
( ) the same old crap
( ) different for a change



old friend, the rumors are true that y
publication cd my fanzine* Cad to say, no more colics of _ ___
, ..... __  __ will be corning your way* You have some some ’sub- .
scription money comings _ £ to exactB but: lt

( ) It will be several months before I can pay it off
‘ ? Mother took the money to pay for a tablecloth I ruined
; ) I’m applying it to another fanzine I am. starting

1 ) I’m damned if I’m going to give it back to you
( ) Sucker5

Confidentially, as your best friend I think I ought to* 
tell you That I had a letter from . ___ __
rud he said you were:

( ) an imbecile ( ) a naive fool ( ) a jerk

However., I immediately replied and said you were not:

( ) an imbecile ( ) a naive fool . ( ) a Jerk •

23y correspondence with him has been falling off lately, ■
several reasons I had best not namep but I suspect that he: i

( ) has turned to collecting street car transfers
( ) is running around with women.
( ) is trying to sell a star- y to the dirty promags
( ) is getting fed up with me
( ) spends all his allowance on becze

’.lave you heard the scandal about :•
everybody is talking about it around here* And she was such s 
nice looking girls'too* ‘ Remember how nice she was to everyone at 
the l&st convention? Gee, I’ll never forget:

( ) the night she threw a drink in my face when I asked for a date
( ) the second night she threw a sesond drink in my face when I 
asked for a second date
( ) the third night ditto

Well old friend, this is getting long and the night is 
growing late* I’m off to bed* This letter was written to you by: ■

. * 
( ) Claude Degler ( ) Richard Geis

( ) Dave ish (..) Lee Hoffman

( ) Bea tohaffey ( ) Robert Bloch

(x) Boh Tucker

"Dirl you saw Courtneyboat?” 
wKo* I didn't see a damned things"



E'tgar : and i. <tr • . .. ■ . ■■ 
gram •. £■;. .• ■ / ■
Cover by Z - . 1:. ■ .u.

Eight siilas $3.09 on LP.

It was real cool, perhap.; 
the coolestu You should 
have seen the crazy9 mad 
rush around Times Square,, 
pinning one disc Joint ■ .f- 
ter another. I thought I';l 
flip if I didn't find it 
soon, So I took Sam Min
es' advice and called up 
the Brunswick distributor.,

”I4m trying to dig you, 
manl” I said, Rl"m a cau 
from Chitown and 
no kick fast from this 
chase, Where can I latch 
a pressing of this r-sal 
gone jaming 7 ”«

At last I located u copy 
and after all the advance 
buildup in the Pines &■£-■.• 
z in 93 I ex pee ted sc m er.i 13 •,- ; 
extra special.. The cover* 
is very impressive dene in. 
rod „, pi rples, orange and 
black., The picture is a 
reurint of the May, 1952 
STARTLING STORIES cover 
(and incidentally iialf of 
the dust’■wrapper painting 
of William. Sloane*s anthol
ogy 3PACES SPACE, SPACE) 
done by Alex Schomburgs Be
lieve mee there is nothing 
at all special about this 
albumu VIth one possible 
exception: I wouldn't have 

* Eoptalk courtesy of Mel
vin Severin w MAD#9e Eebm - 
ary->.rch 1954,



: tes by Earn .-itines for levo .ic.< mo: » ' : . •

. keen /.'.jfi rolling on the floor* THEY ABE THE ONLY COLLECTORS ITEMS IN

. ■. one who 'appreciates pi*ogressive jazz8 you’ll retch when you
•••..* b&.stard discords and lesser off-breed intonations by Charlie 

■. little brother Larry* They run from the soft tickings of g.
i . .c (used as an alarm clock sound effect; to the squeakings of

7 ■■ s incoiapetantly handled sax*

would appear that some lesser executive at DECCA records was rats- 
formed as to the popularity of Science Fiction and at someone’s sug™

7 (possibly Sam Mines at Standard Publications) has hitched their 
7...', t.o the tail of a dying comet* But DECCA layed an egg* At least

t, . 51UNSAICK divisions of CORAL records division of DECCA records did 
the actual cacklingo 1

e album lists Samuel Mines as follows* "^--editor and author of THE 
JOCK OF STARTLING STORIES— % On the basis of this quotation it is ac!< 
’ isable to reflect that the majority of the contents of THE BEST OF 
STARTLING STC&IES (Henry Holt &CoO£! N*Yo $3*508 30Xpp3 1953) comes P not 

. pom STARTLING, but from THRILLING LONDER STORIES, and thar the only 
authoring Sam Mines did in the whole book was to write a page and a 
quarter of introduction,,

Ln ;he Introduction to IMPRESSIONS OF OUTER SPACEe Samuel Mines saysfl 
this is the music to go with (a trip to Mars)**** From where I sit 

: can see the startled expressions on the faces of Von Braun0 Haber,,, 
\’Ailople0 and the other space Columbuses*

ere is no music of the future0 The closest approach to date could
• ?s;bly be found in some of the motif music composed for movie back

grounds* Perhaps >'.axman9 Grofe9 TiomkinB Alex North9 or Michael Eoszso 
kx’ther close appi’otteh could be in Harry Revel’s themes for the There-’

■ played by Dr^. Samuel J* Hoffman with Leslie Baxter’s Orchestra in 
CAPITAL’S «MUSIC OUT OF THE MOON*'*

< ’?. albuiafl IMPRESSIONS OF OUTER SPACE0 is on the whole composed of orl- 
r71 themes*. One outright infringement of title is Charles Albertine’s 

ASTEROID BALLET (side #3)* Since the ASTEROID 
BALLET (Not Albertine’s musice however?) was 
composed and presented by the University of 
Chicago Seleneo Fiction Club at the loth 
Vibrld Science Fiction Convention in Chicago0

* ■" in September1952 8 it would seem that prior
rights on the title have been established,.

In listening to these sides one gets the im^ 
pression that some of Lennie Tristano's more 
astral sides (ON A PLANET, CELESTIAfl SUPERSON
IC) have bean transcribed for the saxaphone*. 
The overall impression on hearing the album is 
to wonder why it had ever been considered in 
the first place0 much less actually recorded 
and released* The themes are so irrational 
that Pete Rugolo would have discarded- rather 
thnn arreted them. The rive saraphohee rep-



-sb :>n these sides.? .at times seems to be proJoc-A'-j the
Mate.:- Billy Jay) Binging Saxaphones of t.ie early 1950‘s out.; tn a

lien planet, with little or no success.. As far as the alto sax play:-ng 
is concerned, any of the better Kenton si'demen could have done a more 
competent job- Boots jfiussulll, George Jeidler or Art Pepper to mention 
?. few of the more capable progressive jazz saxmenr associated at xne 
time v ith Kenton o

it you are a Science Metlon fan, buying this record from pre-release 
publicity^ you will be hlghTr disappointed- (Except for the above men
tioned "priceless'* program notes-) nn rhe other hande if you are a fan 
of progressive jazz,, you will find here much meaty material for study 
ostracism- 1 wish to register vote /fl for a divorce of this unconsumat- 
ed marriage of Science ^Fiction with Progressive Jazz., Irom the first 
note it is obvious that Samuel Jines knows Just about as much about Pro
gressive Jazz as Horace Gold thinks he itnows about the avant garde- As 
for you, Larry Elgarts a blight of BEMs be upon you for intruding where 
angels fear to tread-

— Earl Kemp



WHERE THE EDITOR

■ to ramble# the very same night# on and on and on and on a.® on ate

MORE ON THAT STORY
Hot long after Lyle Kessler’s last column, was published# I received 

..Tom Lyle a letter of comment on the previous issue# and a letter that 
iHr.Un Ellison had sent to Lyle* Lyle sent the letter to me with the 

r*t8 ’•Concerning the EHlson-FffiSF episode# let’s clear it up once •; id
. -.TLX,'' I agree# Printed below in Its entirety is th® letter Harlan 

sent to Lyle#

"Dear LyleB

"Here is the entire story (as much as I know of it) concerning 
the story-deal with F&SF. I received your Newsletter# and at 
first thinking it serious® tried to call you# madder than hell 
at all fandom# But here is the story# Please publish it in 
Its entirety;

"Cleveland fan Bill Dlgnin and myself wrote a fine s^ort story 
called Monkey Business which was much applauded by Andre 
Norton# who has sold to F&SF and who lives in Cleveland# On 
her recommendation# w® sent it in sometime last June# No 
word was heard, though we mentioned the story often In letters 
to various persons# Finally, in August# a note came from 
somewhere in California (1 don't know where# the envelops 
has long since been destroyed) on FANTASY AND SCIENCE. FICTION 
statiQjnftr7*81 ^t was signed (or so it seemed) by Boucher and 
said simply that he and Mick .McComas were pleased with the 
yam# it was accepted# and a check would soon be forthcoming# 
This was suilicient evidence# we thought# to screech that we 
had sold a story to F&SF# and waited happily for our hundred 
bucks# Nothing# Not a word#. In September at Philly, at the 
banquet# I sat next to the gentleman who mails out the checks 
for Mercury Publications from Nev/ York# At dinner# further 
proof was offered that the stcr y had been accepted when the. 
fellow told me that he thought he had seen our chock in the 
batch of ones scheduled to go out that next week# Thus# when 
I was sitting with Bob Tucker in the balcony# and it came timu 
for his panel and he needed another fan who had sold# he tui-n.ni 
to me and said# "You sold a short to F&SF didn't you?" I aas= 
wared that I had# and he said come along?- Shortly thereafter 
I started college here in Columbus and did not get time to 
write to Boucher as to what had happened to the story* Now I 
realise It was a hoax# perpetrated on me by I don't know who# 
I have seen mock letters drawn up oxi authentic F&SF station::-.ry 
by one fan# so I don’t doubt that someone els® could have (the 
fan I have seen it done by would never have pulled such a 
rotten stunt)# At any rate, there it is# and I hope this 
settles the mess# I’m going to Frisco over Labor Day# and in^ 
tend to see Boucher# so perhaps more will be known then#

'Please publish this in toto# so this "stigma” that a few clods



7 - stuck on me will be simmered off.

'’Thank So

"Yours very truly,

Harlan"

Lyle’s co:iiment on Harlan's letter is as follows;

"from what 1 see of Dignln’s letter and Harlan's letter It does
n't look like the two lads agree with each other ■ Dignin says 
that they received no answer whatever Iron F&SF and Harlan took 
it for granted that they had sold itg Ellison states they re
ceived an acceptance letter from Boucher and therefore thought 
they had soldo If the two authors can't agree on this I smell 
foul play somewhere. But# neverthelessB let this be the last of 
the argument on the F&SF bit....*

ON POGO
I just finished reading and appreciating THE POGO STEPMOTHER 

GOOSE# the fastest of the 51.00 POGObooks so- far. I was quite v. bit 
disappointed. Instead of delightful Pogo and Albert adventures I find 
nonsense poetry and not-so-funny satire on McCarthy and his ism. It 
seems to me that Walt Kelly is taking this crusade of his out of the 
land of entertainment and into the area of Vital Issues□

I don’t in the least like this heavy handed satirical cartooning that 
is fraught with Deep Symbolism and overloaded with Significance. I ■ 
?o%q to be entertained by the delightful doings of his critturr and ; 
rapier-like satire and ridicule that underlies some of the stories. I 
do not buy Pogo to be bludgeoned to death by a cartoonist who has 
forgotten his duty to the public<> 1 feel like yelling; I AGREE# I

- AGREE. SO SHUT UP ALREADY!. 8.''

Cripes□ Most of the adults who read Pogo and can appreciate the satire 
Ln it will agree wholeheartedly with Kelly anyway#, so why Is he showl::t" ;/ 
like he is?

VITAL INFO—
Just thought I’d maybe save someone some postage by saying that 

there are no back issues. ■> . er. • .no copies of back issues of PSY to be 
had from this end of the malls. I have about ten copies of #11 » but 
that is allo Had I only known Psy was going to be this popular....

UNACCUSTOMED AS I AM TO PUBLIC CRUELTY....
I decided not to pull a slight hoax on you poor long-suffering 

funs. Briefly# I was going to mall out a single page announcement to 
the effect the PSY was folding. This was supposed to go into the mail 
rive days before I mailed this Issue. But since there has been such 
a to^do over a mere lack of envelopes and a four page slash in content r, 
1 decided it would be excessively cruel to some of you. I could not 
stand to have the guilt of your suicide on my head. I can visualise the 
slowly swaying bodies0 the guns clutched in lifeless hands# the mute n npty 
bottle of poison.... The police would surely come for me after reading 
the many "Goodbye cruel world" notes. As it is now I’m not sure I’m nt 

contributing to the delinquency of mir,;>rs ■
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